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OUR PROMISE

KNOWLEDGE AND
EXPERIENCE

Manufacturer company
founded in 1983, specializes
in colour cosmetics, skin
care and packaging

production.

MODERN FORMULAS AND
INNOVATION

The own R&D laboratory
ensures continuous product
development in line with

market trends. All products are
available as a vegan cosmetics.

COMPETITIVE PRICES AND
FAST PRODUCTION

Production in Poland
allows us to react to trends
and prepare products

quickly.
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Trendy colors in an elegant package. An innovation
in lipstick formulation that makes possible to have long
wear, high shine and lip treatment benefits at the same
time. Elevate your beauty routine and unlock a world
of endless possibilities with our visionary lipsticks.

DETAILS:

Satin finishes

Universal shades

Long Lasting

1 2 3 4 5 6

NUDE
ESSENCE
LIPSTICK L I P S T I C K

100 101 104 106 107 112
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Famous shades. Infinite expression. Lipstick inspired by runway
trends. Embrace bold and vibrant colors, creating
a groundbreaking style; discover your seductive side with alluring
nudes and classic reds. The unique formula contains paraffin and
candelilla wax, providing the product with added softness and
longevity, ensuring your lips look stunning for hours. Now you can
enjoy a revolutionary style while nurturing your lips.

DETAILS:

Candella wax

Full coverage

Shine finish

Long-lasting

JOLI COLOR
SHINE LONG
LASTING L I P S T I C K
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Famous shades. Infinite expression. Lipstick inspired by runway
trends. Embrace bold and vibrant colors, creating
a groundbreaking style; discover your seductive side with
alluring nudes and classic reds. The unique formula contains
paraffin and candelilla wax, providing the product with added
softness and longevity, ensuring your lips look stunning for hours.
Now you can enjoy a revolutionary style while nurturing your lips.

JOLI COLOR
MATTE LONG
LASTING L I P S T I C K
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Velvet lipstick has an intense, bright color and
a weightless creamy texture, gives comfort and
confidence for a long time. Saves shade intensity for
all day without leaking. Non-sticky sheen that gives
lips a fuller-looking appearance. These sensual lip
colors are perfect for daily wear.

DETAILS:

Full coverage

Satin and Matte finish

Long-lasting

Precise packaging

VELVET LONG
LASTING L I P S T I C K

DETAILS:

Candella wax

Full coverage

Matte finish

Long-lasting

long lasting
lipstick

300 301 303 306 308 309

100 101 104 105 107 112



This extraordinary Magic Lipstick, a true marvel in the
world of cosmetics. Fomula contains a special dye,
which react to the pH balance and temperature of your
lips, causing the color change. Unlike, typical lipsticks,
this one temporarily stains and can remain on the lips
for hours. Step into a realm where transformation and
beauty seamlessly merge, and let your lips take center
stage

DETAILS:

Magic effect

Light, Not Sticky Consistency

Changes color when applied to the lips

102 103 104 105 106

MAGIC CO LOR CHANG E
L I P S T I C K
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A lip pencil with a delicate satin finish, outlines the lip contour to intensify
the lips shape and perfect make-up. Its unique formula does not dry the
lips, allows to hold a lipstick for a long-lasting effect. Lip liner is available in
3 shades matching with the lipsticks range to ensure a sublime make-up
result. Unlock the power of our Satin Finish Lip Pencil and experience the
true essence of makeup artistry

DETAILS:

Long-lasting

Intense pigmentation

Precise application

07 08 09

LIP LINER P E NC I L

5
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Matte Mousse Liquid Lipstick, a true game-changer in the
world of lip color. Immerse yourself in the allure of its
incredibly expressive, matte finish, designed to captivate
attention and leave a lasting impression. Experience the
transformative power of our lipstick as it delivers a highly
pigmented and long-lasting plumping effect, ensuring your
lips take center stage. The lipstick formula enriched by argan
oil and vitamin E, ensure a soft and enjoyable sensation. Six
captivating shades, for perfect look in every occasion.

DETAILS:

Long-lasting

Intense pigmentation

With moisturizing ingredients

80 81 82 83 84 85

80 86 82 87 84 88

LIQUID MATTE
MOUSSE L I Q U I D L I P S T I C K

L I Q U I D L I P S T I C K
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Our velvety smooth Joli Color Matte lip gloss delivers a burst of
creamy color. Designed to delight, this velvety smooth lip gloss
glides effortlessly onto your lips, delivering a burst of vibrant
and high-pigmented color. Leaving lips colored in gorgeous
velvety perfection that lasts.

Perfect for daily wear.

DETAILS:

Long-lasting

Intense pigmentation

With moisturizing ingredients

JOLI COLOR
MATTE
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Lip Oil, a true marvel that unveils a mirror-like effect, while
lavishly hydrating and smoothing your lips. Immerse
yourself in the exquisite blend of carefully selected
ingredients, including Hemp Oil, Jojoba Oil, Sweet Almond
Oil, Castor Oil, and Vitamin E, that work in harmony to
bestow your lips with unrivaled radiance and vitality. Let
the transformative power of our Lip Oil become your daily
ritual, as it nourishes, smooths, and leaves your lips with a
sublime mirror-like effect.

DETAILS:

Moisturizing lip oil with Hemp oil,

Jojoba oil, Sweet almond oil, Casotr oil,

Vitamin E

LIP OIL MIRROR
EFFECT L I P CA R E

E
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L I P G LO S S

This unforgettable ultra-metallic lip gloss brings you a new,
sophisticated style. Leaving your lips with intense, multidimensional
finish. Handy packaging which you can take away. Prepare to make
a statement and become unforgettable with our Ultra-Metallic Lip
Gloss. Let its intense finish elevate your lip game to new heights.
Trust in the expertise behind our formulation to provide you with
a lip gloss that embodies the essence of luxury and artistry

DETAILS:

Intense,

multidimensional finish

BLISS GLAM
EFFECT
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Let's Glow Lip Gloss, a collection of shining shades that will
transform your lips into a mesmerizing spectacle of
diamond-like sparkle. Experience the sheer dimension
and brilliance of our lip gloss as it delicately wraps your
lips in a radiant array of colors. The formula features
Vitamin E with moisturizing properties to make your lips
soft and smooth.

DETAILS:

Diamond effect

Lightweight formula glides over lips

LET'S
GLOW L I P G LO S S

1
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L I P G LO S S

This lip gloss has a special formula to be sheer and hydrating.
The smooth, creamy texture leaves your lips feeling alive, never
sticky. Thanks to special sparkling, the color is extremely shiny
and luminous. Prepare to embark on a journey of luminosity as
the magic of this lip gloss unfolds.

DETAILS:

Lightweight formula glides over lips

Diamond effect

Glossy

Vibrant

VIVID FULL
BRILIANT

51 52 53 54 55 56
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4 L I P G LO S S

Special formula that keeps lips soft, smooth, and glossy.
Apply to top and bottom lips for full coverage. For sheer
coverage, apply to lower lip only and blot lips together. For more
color, apply several coats until you receive desired results.
Unveil the secret of our exceptional formula that makes lips soft,
smooth, and irresistibly glossy, enchanting with their unique
charm.

DETAILS:

Radiant

Moisturizing

Lightweight

Glossy

GLOSSY BOMB
LIPS

1
3

Vegan lip plump oil that will give your lips the perfect shine
and definition they deserve! Our lip plump oil is formulated
with vegan ingredients that will nourish and hydrate your
lips while giving them a beautiful, glossy finish. This lip
plump oil will enhance your natural lip shape and add
volume, making your lips look fuller and more defined.
Perfect for a natural, everyday look for a bold and daring
night out. So whether you’re looking for a subtle
enhancement or a dramatic transformation, our vegan lip
plump oil is the perfect addition to your beauty routine. Get
ready to turn heads and feel confident with your gorgeous,
plump lips!

1 2 3

DETAILS:

Creamy

Luminous

Shiny

Non-sticky

JUICY LIP OIL L I P CA R E
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L I P CA R E

Experience how your lips rejuvenate and acquire a healthy glow
with our raspberry-flavored lip balm. Bid farewell to dryness
and revel in intense nourishment. The fresh and fruity scent
of raspberries harmonizes perfectly with the natural notes
of shea butter and coconut, creating a sensual experience with
each application.

DETAILS:

Sweet raspberry aroma

Contains coconut and shea butter

Moisturizing and smoothing the lips

CARE
BALM



Vegan
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Immerse yourself in a sensorial experience that deeply
moisturizes, nourishes intensely, and imparts a delicate
softness to your lips. Say goodbye to cracked lips as our
innovative formula actively regenerates and restores.

DETAILS:

Immediate effect thanks to the precious oils:

argan oil

shea butter

cocont oil

sweet almonds oil

LIP SCRUB
STICK L I P CA R E

L I P CA R E

The perfect combination of natural extract of aloe vera and
sweet almond oil - makes your lips smooth and moisturized.
Soothes chapped lips and eliminates irritation. Designed for
daily care to give your lips care satisfaction, and enjoy of the
fruit flavor sensation.

DETAILS:

With aloe & shea butter

Available in three versions:

Peach

Watermelon

Strawberry

LIP BALM
CARE
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Our Lip Balm with argan oil provides instant hydration
and deep nourishment to the lips. Acting like a magical elixir,
the balm restores elasticity to the lips, making them fuller
and more sensual. Restores elasticity and leaves lips feeling
plumper and softer.

DETAILS:

With argan oil

Immediately moisturizes

hydrates and

softens your lips

ARGAN
OIL L I P CA R E

DETAILS:

Magic effect

Light, Not Sticky Consistency

Changes color when applied to the lips

CO LOR CHANG E
L I P S T I C K

Moisture-Infused Color-Changing Lip Balm is a cosmetic
marvel that not only captivates with its mesmerizing color
transformation but also gives your lips luxurious hydration.
This magical lipstick boasts a unique formulation enriched
with moisturizing agents that go beyond the ordinary,
ensuring your lips are pampered and nurtured.

MAGIC LIP
BALM SLIM
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Vegan lip balm Power of Green makes your lips softer
nourished and smooth. The simple composition rich in
beneficial nutrients specially for sensitive care is suitable
for the most demanding customers. Contains: shea butter,
coconut oil, calendula extract, aloe extract, Vitamin E,
candellila wax, castor oil.

DETAILS:

Valuable active ingredients

moisturizing and regeneration of the lips

POWER
OF GREEN L I P CA R E
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L I P CA R E

The Lip Balm REPAIR SOS series - moisture in a matter of
seconds. The lip balm contains coconut oil, vitamin E, and shea
butter to restore moisturized and smoothed lips in just a few
moments. Regular application of the SOS lipstick will aid in their
regeneration. Additionally, revel in the delightful fragrance that
accompanies each application, leaving your lips not only
nourished but also subtly scented.

DETAILS:

Hydration and regeneration of the lips

in a matter of seconds

With olive oil & vitamin E

LIP REPAIR SOS
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LIP BALM
REPAIR SOS L I P CA R E

Even the toughest needs support! Lip balm for men
protects your lips from any weather conditions such as freeze,
wind or heat. Available in stylish black case easy to take way,
to use everywhere, at any time of the year.

The Lip Balm REPAIR SOS series - moisture in a matter of
seconds. The lip balm contains coconut oil, vitamin E, and
shea butter to restore moisturized and smoothed lips in just
a few moments. Regular application of the SOS lipstick will
aid in their regeneration. Additionally, revel in the delightful
fragrance that accompanies each application, leaving your
lips not only nourished but also subtly scented.

DETAILS:

Moisturizing lip balm for men,

providing smoothing and regeneration.

DETAILS:

Hydration and regeneration of the lips

in a matter of seconds

With coconut oil, shea butter and vitamin E

LIP BALM
FOR MEN L I P CA R E
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A palette of shades ideal for creating your dreamed makeup.
Daily as well as evening style, with Beauty Obsession, you will
get a wild range of effects, withing the same set. Silky formula
for easy application allows to apply shadows without
crumbling. Eyeshadows perfectly adhere to the eyelid and
last for a long time

Your Obsession – our eyeshadows!

DETAILS:

Different colors for every occasion

High pigmentation

Ideal consistency

02 05 0904

M M

BEAUTY
OBSESSION E Y E S HADOWS

PA L E T T E

M MMM

01 03 0402

The satin, smooth formula of Camouflage Eyeshadow is richly
pigmented and contains shiny, bio glitter, thanks to which eye
makeup will get a distinct expression. The shadows spreads
perfectly and stays on the skin ensuring a perfect make-up for
the all day long. Eye shadows are available in several color
variants.

DETAILS:

High consistency colors for everyone

and for every occasion

CAMOUFLAGE
E Y E S HADOW PA L E T T E



Eyeshadow palette is a composition of matte and
glossy shadows. The colors were chosen to prepare
a natural make-up, but also to have the possibility
of a stronger look. High pigmentation and a silky
texture make the shadows easy to apply and stay on
the eyelid for a long time. Be inspired by the colors and
express yourself on your own terms.

DETAILS:

8 perfectly matched colors in one palette

High pigmentation

Long lasting colors

HELLO
BEAUTY E Y E S HADOW PA L E T T E
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Satin structure with the addition of unusually gentle, noble
pearl shine gives your eyelids elegant glow and sensual
grace. Ideal consistency provides easy and pleasant
application. Specially designed formula prevents crumbling
and gathering in eye folds. Rich color by one touch.

DETAILS:

Easy spreading formula, well pigmented,

provides excellent coverage and gives

an intense effect for a long time

Pearl & matte

COLOR FOCUS
E Y E S HADOWS

104 107 108 109 110 115 117 119

163 168 169 170 171 100 101 102

01 02



The composition of two perfectly matched colors
for a unique eye makeup. Due to the velvet formula,
saturated by pigments, shadows do not crumble, ensuring
long-term maintenance on the eyelids. Give your eyes
a unique character and keep a feeling of lightness.

DETAILS:

Pearl & matte

Easy spreading formula, well pigmented,

provides excellent coverage and gives an intense

effect for a long time

COLOR FOCUS
DUO

3
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E Y E S HADOWS

What can be better than two eye shadows?
The composition of three! It allows you to get effective and
long-lasting make-up, from the natural to the most
sophisticated. They will brilliantly emphasize the color of the eye
iris and give interesting facial expressions. Eye make-up has
never been so easy.

DETAILS:

Easy spreading formula, well pigmented,

provides excellent coverage and gives an intense

effect for a long time.

Pearl & matte

COLOR FOCUS
TRIO E Y E S HADOWS

201

360

300

363

302

367

305

209

204

211

206

213



Eyeshadow in the intensively glossy colors give the effect
of indiscrete, metallic shine. The delicate consistency
spreads smoothly on the eyelid,giving an elegant and
sensual charm. Beautifully emphasize and lights up the
eyes, due to the tiny shimmering particles. Perfect for
preparation evening makeup.

DETAILS:

Turbo pigmented formula

Long lasting colors

METALLIC SHINE
E Y E S HADOWS

626 631 634 635 636 642
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Combination of four colors eyeshadow with the noble pearl
shine, gives your eyelids elegant glow and sensual grace.
Ideally designed formula prevents crumbling and unaesthetic
gathering in eye folds. Create an unique effect with your favorite
colors set. New composition - the same perfection!

450 452 453451

DETAILS:

Perfectly selected 4 colors

Trendy shades

High consistency colors for everyone

and for every occasion

COLOR
FOCUS 4 E Y E S HADOW PA L E T T E



Liquid eye shadow is a perfect choice for everyone who likes
flash, diamond or matte effect. It is easy to apply and stays
on the eyelid for a long time.

DETAILS:

Liquid eyeshadow formula

Blends easily

Long lasting formula

LIQUID
EYESHADOW
GLAM MAT T E & SH I N E

01 02 03 04 06 07
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Brow set was designed to create very natural but also defined
eye brow look. Use these shades to make your brow fuller,
thicker and visible.

01 02 03

DETAILS:

Use these shades to make your brow

fuller, thicker and visible

Different colors for each type of beauty

EYEBROW
POWDER B ROW POWDE R



Coloring eyebrow gel. The quick-drying formula optically
thickens hair, improves their shape and evens out its
colour. Contains moisturizing aloe.

DETAILS:

Light & Dark

Precise applicator adapted to the eyebrows

Liquid formula

Fix and color

SHAPE & COLOR
GEL
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Transparent gel to fix the shape of the eyebrows is
a must-have in every cosmetic bag. Formule perfectly shapes
and defines your eyebrows and gives you a natural look.
Product contains glycerin and aloe.

DETAILS:

Transparent

Strongly fixes eyebrows and "baby hairs"

Long lasting effect

TOTAL FIX BROW

B ROW GE L

B ROW GE L

01 02



Create flawless arches ! Excellent pencil for shaping, filling
and defining eyebrows. The brush at the end of the pencil
allows you to give them an ideal, natural look.

DETAILS:

Precise eye lines

Deep brown & graphite

EYE BROW
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Emphasize the shape of your eyes , or make a spectacular eye
lines with any of the six pencils. Soft formula provides the perfect
contours and lines, gives light matting and ideal masking effect.
Create a dark, intense line for dramatic look. Smudge on a softer
line to create the ultimate smoky eye. Have fun .

DETAILS:

Precise eye lines

Brown & black

EYE P E NC I L

P E NC I L

01 02

010 011 012 013
BLACK BROWN NAVY BLUE



Due to shape of pen, eyeliner is easy in application. Pointed
tip allows you to create a line of varying length and
thickness. Properly selected formula provides long-lasting
effect without smudging. Products is quickly absorbed,
providing extremely expressive eye make-up.

DETAILS:

Easy application shape

Long-lasting effect

EYELINER PEN
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Easy to apply texture of eyeliner allows you create spectacular
and precise lines without any efforts. Eyeliner dries very quickly
and keeps shining bright color all day long. Parties, heat, active
leisure – your eyeliner will stay with you – no disappointments.

DETAILS:

Easy application

Precise eye lines

Long-lasting effect

EYELINER DEEP
BLACK

B L ACK

N EW



Immerse yourself in a moisturizing paradise with our
transparent mascara, which nourishes your lashes
and brows from the roots to the tips. Our formula,
enriched with aloe and panthenol, provides optimal
care, allowing your lashes and brows to look healthy.
Indispensable for individuals with short, weak lashes
and thin brows, our mascara enriches and stimulates
growth. Discover the secret of beautiful lashes and
brows with our transparent mascara today.
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DETAILS:

Formula enriched with active ingredients

Nourishment and stimulation for growth

TRANSPARENT
SERUM MASCARA

4
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Waterproof Quiz mascara is a perfect way to enhance your
gaze without worrying about smudging, even in the most
challenging conditions. Thanks to its special formula, this
waterproof mascara stays on lashes regardless of humidity
or rain. Its unique blend of ingredients not only lengthens the
lashes but also defines them, providing incredible length and
precise separation. This mascara is perfect for those who desire
an intense gaze without concerns about smudging or losing the
effect throughout the day. With its precise applicator, it ensures
easy application while simultaneously accentuating the shape
of the eyes. Discover the secret of long, curled, and defined
lashes with the waterproof Quiz mascara.

DETAILS:

Waterproof and long-lasting formula

Curls lashes, leaving a cat-eye effect

Perfectly separates and lengthens lashes

WATERPROOF
LASTING FULL LASHES

L A S H & B ROW

MASCARA



Mascara Cover Lash thanks to its formula and a silicon brush
with optimized shape, gives you well tinted, thickened and
extreme extended eyelashes. It is warranty of deep glance
effect without streaks lumps and sticking eyelashes.

DETAILS:

Precision brush

Convenient packaging

Long lasting

Black formula

COVER
LASH

4
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MEGA LASH

Extreme length with no effort! Special formula and specific design of
the brush, more mascara on the tips of the lashes for spectacular look.

BIG VOLUME

The mystery of the new voluminous mascara is in innovative mascara
formula, now dreams of beautiful and thick eyelashes come true.
Extraordinary volume and long lashes - the result of the action of
special fibers and wax, which provide excellent coverage of eyelashes.

INSTA LOOK

Length, thickness and extra curl - that what insta look needs. Choose
this mascara to have a smooth and thick fringe around your eyes.
Includes oils and waxes, perfectly matched brush create a glam effect

SUPER CURL

Long and curled lashes as much as possible. Special shape of the
brush provides amazing effect by ensuring perfect distribution of
mascara and by fixing lash bending. Must have!

MASCARA
COLLECTION
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DETAILS:

Different versions of the brush

Long-lasting effect

Black formula

MASCARA



CURL & CARE

If you need extra curl but also rich formula to care about your
eyelashes, this is the right choice. Silicon brush ensures perfect
distribution of the mascara and excellent combing. Formula
with oils, cares and nourish.

VOLUME & CARE

For fans of thick eye lashes Mascara Neon has a voluminous
version. The effect of extreme volume is the result of special
fiber brush and wax, which provide excellent coverage. Still with
care formula with oils, nourish and give strength.

DETAILS:

Silicon brush

Deep black formula

Visible change

EXTREMITY&
INTENSIVE MASCARA

MASCARA
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The Icon Mascara provides extreme thickening and lengthening
of the lashes, making the gaze hypnotic. The formula adds
volume to each lash while beautifully elongating them. The Icon
Mascara lasts for a long time, without smudging or smearing,
making it the perfect choice for those who require a long-lasting
makeup effect throughout the day.

DETAILS:

Lengthens and thickens the lashes

Intense black color

Long-lasting effect

Without smudging

ICON
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Thanks to the specially selected oily extracts Anti-Aging
foundation has a beneficial effect on the reduction
of wrinkles and skin hydration and improving skin elasticity.
Foundation reduces cutaneous signs of fatigue, dull
complexion and dark circles.

Skin is revitalized and beautifully radiant!

DETAILS:

Easy to apply

Layered for medium to full coverage

Perfectly evens out skin tone

Looks natural

Llightweight allows the skin to feel comfortable

Contains vitamin EE

01 02 03 04

01 02 03 04

ANTI AGING
ELIXIR FOUNDA T I ON
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Perfectly covers any skin imperfections. Conceals spider veins,
redness, blemishes and sports. Due to rich formula moisturizes
the skin but simultaneously gives you a matte appearance.
Foundation absorbs excess of sebum, providing smoothness
and a light silky touch. It feels like second skin

DETAILS:

Very strong coverage, including discolorations

Masks imperfections

Gives the skin a velvety matte appearance

Creamy consistency ensures a long-lasting effect

CAMOUFLAGE
FOUNDA T I ON



The Matt & Cover Quiz Cosmetics stick foundation ensures
a successful makeup application. The creamy formula
provides coverage with minimal product usage, concealing
any discolorations and imperfections. Enriched with aloe and
hyaluronic acid, the formula perfectly moisturizes, soothes,
and immediately blends into the skin. Discover how pleasant
and easy makeup can be with the use of a stick! Result: natural
and high coverage that seamlessly blends with the skin.

DETAILS:

Minimal product usage for maximum coverage

Conceals discolorations and imperfections

Creamy formula with aloe and hyaluronic acid

Perfectly moisturizes and soothes the skin

Pleasant and easy application with a stick

MATT &
COVER S T I C K FOUNDA T I ON

01 02 03

01 02 03
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Matte-Match Mousse Foundation that perfectly
adapts to the skin. Pleasant vegan formula is easy
to spread and stays extremely long-lasting.

DETAILS:

Perfectly adapts to the skin

Easy to spread

Extremely long-lasting

Contains glycerin

MATTE-MATCH
MOUSSE FOUNDA T I ON



The Mineral Foundation Collection offers a medium buildable
coverage, striking the perfect balance between concealing
imperfections and maintaining a natural look. Infused with
mineral-rich ingredients, this foundation not only provides
coverage but also absorbs excess sebum, leaving the skin
with a matte finish. The unique formulation ensures a natural
and fresh appearance throughout the day. Its buildable
coverage allows you to customize the level of concealment
based on your preferences, ensuring a seamless and radiant
complexion.

DETAILS:

Buildable coverage

Achieves a natural and fresh appearance all day

Absorbs sebum for a matte finish

Enhances natural beauty with mineral ingredients

MINERAL
FOUNDATION L OOS E

POWDE R
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Mousse Autocorrection 4 in 1 replace products such as: makeup
base, concealer, makeup primer and powder. You will achieve
a perfect effect with only one product. Vegan formula blends
perfectly, changes color and adapts into the all skin types.

DETAILS:

Replaces makeup base, concealer, primer, and powder

Achieve a perfect effect with just one product

Perfect blending

Color-changing and adapting to all skin types

MOUSSE
AUTOCORRECTION

4 I N 1

01 02 03

01



BB Cream enhances the beauty and naturalness of your skin.
The product evens out the skin tone and covers minor
imperfections (which you will notice after the first use).
Hyaluronic acid and hemp oil provide excellent moisturization,
regeneration, and nourishment to the skin. The vegan formula
contains up to 97% naturally derived ingredients, adding
a radiant glow to the skin. Result: Effective care and subtle
makeup.

DETAILS:

Hyaluronic acid and hemp oil for excellent

moisturization and regeneration

Vegan formula with 97% natural ingredients

Skincare and subtle makeup in one

product

BB CREAM
FOUNDA T I ON

FOUNDA T I ON
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Ideal for complexion with imperfections and a tendency to shine.
The long wearing and oil-free formula gives flat, matte finish
and excellent coverage. You can forget about fixing your make-up
even when the day is long. This formula allows you to keep matte
perfection look.

DETAILS:

Ideal for complexion with imperfections and shine

Long-wearing formula

Matte finish with excellent coverage

Achieve matte perfection that lasts all day

01 02 03 04

MATTE AND COVERING
MAKE-UP

01 02



This perfect cover concealer is your ultimate solution for
hiding blemishes, dark circles, spider veins, and other skin
imperfections. With its liquid formula and convenient,
easy-to-use applicator, achieving a flawless look is quick
and precise. Experience perfect coverage and enjoy your
flawless appearance!

DETAILS:

Perfect cover concealer for hiding imperfections

Liquid formula

Quick and precise application

Achieve perfect coverage effortlessly

CAMOUFLAGE
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This creamy, soft concealer stick helps camouflage blemishes,
fine lines and other skin issues. Conditioning ingredients ensure
easy blending (with fingertips, brush or sponge) and natural
look. The Concealer Stick provides medium to heavy coverage.

DETAILS:

Creamy & soft camouflage of imperfections

Blends easily

Achieves a natural look

Provides medium to heavy coverage

CREAMY
STICK CONCEA L E R

01 03

CONCEA L E R



The silicone base fills in imperfections, reduces pores
and smoothest fine lines, to make your make-up glide
on smoothly and flawlessly. It’s also super adherent, so that
makeup literally sticks to the product upon application.

DETAILS:

Silicone base fills imperfections and reduces pores

Smooths lines for flawless makeup application

Super adherent for long-lasting makeup

SILICONE BASE
UNDER MAKE UP
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The primer 4 in1 perfectly prolomngs the durability of makeup
and gives your skin luminous look. Thanks to carefully selected
ingredients this product smoothes the skin reduce the visibility
of pores, moisturizes and prevents greasy effectively.

DETAILS:

Primer 4 in 1 for extended makeup durability

Provides a luminous look to your skin

Carefully selected ingredients for smooth skin

Reduces the visibility of pores

MAKE UP PRIMER
4 IN 1

BA S E

P R IM E R



The moisturizing serum & primer perfectly prepares the face
for the next step of makeup. A light vegan formula with
glycerin, vitamin E and aloe vera leaves skin natural, smooth
and fresh.

DETAILS:

Moisturizing serum

Light vegan formula with glycerin,

vitamin E, and aloe vera

Prepares the face for the next step of makeup

Leaves the skin natural, smooth, and fresh

MOISTURIZING
SERUM & PRIMER
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HIGHLIGHTER

This Creamy Highlighter can be applied directly to the skin
and blended with fingers. Special formula creates
an illuminated effect and add a healthy glow to your skin.

BLUSH

The soft silky texture of Creamy Stick Blush can be applied directly
to your cheeks and blended by fingers. Natural shades, peach
or a subtle pink, highlight your fresh look by giving a natural blush.
Experience how fun and easy makeup with a stick can be!

BRONZING

Perfect for define features and create a natural sun-kissed skin effect.
Easy to use packaging, creamy formula, make face contouring easier
and more precision.

01 01 02 01

DETAILS:

Deal for defining features and natural sun-kissed effect

Easy-to-use packaging and creamy formula

Makes face contouring easier and more precise

CREAMY STICK



HIGHLIGHTER SMOOTH & BRIGHT

High-pearl compact powder starts out subtle and goes into
high intense illumination effect. Shiny pigments deliver long-
wearing illumination that makes the makeup expressive and
fresh.

BRONZER CONTOUR & GLOW

Perfect makeup product to add all-over warmth and glow
to your complexion. Add the look of dimension to your facial
architecture

BLUSH COLOR & SHINE

Creamy blush that transforms into the powder when it touch
skin. High pigmented cosmetic touches your skin a radiant
flush. Thanks to the lightweight texture it makes your skin look
fresh and luminous.

DETAILS:

Creamy formula transforming into powder

High-pigmented cosmetic for a radiant flush

Expressive and fresh makeup

Easy to blend

CREAMY
COMPACT
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Cream to powder foundation, ensures a perfect complexion
without mask effect. Can be used as a foundation
or a lightweight concealer. Its unique creamy texture, after
contact with th skin transforms into very silky mousse powder.
It is easy to apply, ensures complete coverage of imperfections,
and gives matte result. Make-up looks fresh and gentle all day.

DETAILS:

Cream-to-powder foundation for a flawless complexion

No mask effect, can be used as foundation or concealer

Unique creamy texture transforms into silky mousse powder

Easy application with complete coverage of imperfections

01 01 01

FOUNDATION
COMPACT

CR EAM TO
POWDE R

CR E AM TO POWDE R

01 01 01



POWDER

The Camouflage powder perfectly covers
all imperfections. It makes the skin smooth and leaves
it full of radiance. Gives a delicate, natural, matte
make-up finish, with a long-lasting effect. Its formula
is suitable for all skin types, even the most demanding.

HIGHLIGHTER

Camouflage Highlighter is a multipurpose illuminating
powder which light face, eyes and collarbones.

BRONZING

Camouflage Bronzing is a silky pressed bronzing
powder with a subtle glow and soft finish.

BLUSH

Camouflage Blush is a silky-smooth cheek color
powder that blends seamlessly with skin for the most
natural, fresh look.

DETAILS:

Effortlessly conceals imperfections

Creates a smooth, radiant finish

Delicate, natural, matte makeup

Long-lasting formula for all skin types

CAMOUFLAGE
COLLECTION

CAMOUFLAGE
COLLECTION
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POWDER

HIGHLIGHTER BLUSH BRONZER

01 01 01
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Mineral Powder Collection is a line of powders that makes
skin imperfections seem to disappear. It is a finishing touch
to the makeup, allows to keep your skin look natural and
fresh.

FINISHING MATTE POWDER

It provides a smooth matte finish. Powder is suitable
for oily skin, naturally absorbs oil. You can use it as the touch
up throughout the day, or as a finish to your make up.

BLUSH SHIMMER POWDER

It is pigmented mineral powder blush. Created for the
effect of highlighting cheekbones with a delicate shiny
glow.

BRONZER ILLUMINATING POWDER

It gives your skin a naturally radiant glow and delicate
satin-brightening. Thanks to the light formula and mineral
consistency, this bronzing illuminating powder makes
your make-up looks a shimmering, sun-kissed glow.

01 01 01 01

MINERAL
COLLECTION

MINERAL
COLLECTION

L OOS E
POWDE R

LOOS E
POWDE R

DETAILS:

Powder: Achieves a smooth matte finish

Blush: Highlights cheekbones with a delicate shiny

glow

Bronzer: Light formula for a shimmering,

sun-kissed look

Ideal for touch-ups throughout the day or as

a makeup finish



Natural Powder Collection has been created to gives a skin
fresh, matte finish. The natural silky powder absorbs oil and
reduces shine, to help your look blast. Thanks to the light
consistent formula it creates a healthy look and can be
a perfect finish for your make-up.

MATTE FIXING POWDER

Transparent matt loose powder provides a matt and natural
look. It is ideal for fixing make-up and can be used as
a finishing powder to set your make-up for all day. Applied to
the foundation perfectly matts and unifies make-up. This
cosmetic allows for impeccable your make-up with matte
effect.

LUMINOUS LOOSE POWDER

A luminous Powder, that fixes and illuminates make-up. The
smooth texture lets the skin breathe and keep transparent
natural glow. Complexion appears lighter, naturally luminous
all day long. It can be a perfect luminous finish effect for your
make-up.

GLOWING LOOSE POWDER

This powder allows to keep a natural glow, and extends the
wear time of foundation. Thanks to the light consistent
it creates a healthy, radiant finish with spark. Your make-up
looks glowing.

DETAILS:

Powder: Ideal for fixing and setting makeup

all day. Perfectly mattifies and unifies makeup

DETAILS:

Luminous powder: Ideal for fixing your makeup

with luminous finish

Glow powder: Light consistency for a healthy,

radiant finish

NATURAL
POWDER
COLLECTION

NATURAL POWDER
COLLECTION

L OOS E
POWDE R

LOOS E
POWDE R
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Matte Powder is the perfect match for all skin tones.
This weightless powder delicately absorbs excess oil, reducing
the visibility of wrinkles, fine lines, and pores. Whether worn
alone for a natural finish or buffed over foundation, it imparts
extra staying power. Elevate your look with a professional and
breathtaking porcelain matte appearance that lasts all day.

DETAILS:

Minimizes wrinkles, fine lines, and pores

Can be worn alone or buffed over foundation

Achieve a professional and breathtaking

porcelain matte appearance

Mattifies the skin for many hours

MATTE
TRANSLUCENT
POWDER
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Create a natural matte finish with our silky powder that
seamlessly blends into the skin. Infused with key active
ingredients specifically formulated for problematic skin, this
powder not only enhances but also treats and prevents skin
imperfections. Proven skin clarifiers work to absorb excess oil,
resulting in a beautiful matte finish that lasts.

DETAILS:

Silky powder for a natural matte finish

Reduces the visibility of pores

Blends seamlessly into the skin

02 05 06 60

COLOR FOCUS
POWDER

P R E S S E D POWDE R

P R E S S ED POWDE R

01 02 WHITE



Highlighter Duo is a compact set of illuminating powder with
blush or bronzer. Illuminating powder adds radiance to your
complexion and blush gives it a healthy glow. A set
of highlighter and bronzing powder will give your skin a soft,
sun-kissed look. Great contouring product to sculpt and
define your face.

DETAILS:

Radiant complexion with illuminating powder

and a healthy blush glow

Achieve a soft, sun-kissed look

with the highlighter and bronzing powder set

Perfect contouring to sculpt and define your face

COLOR
FOCUS DUO
HIGHLIGHTER

P E R F EC T DUO6
9
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Contour Set is a combination of high pigmented color
cosmetics, which gives you more interesting and
multidimensional make-up. Perfectly matched shades
of colors and satin consistency provides spectacular
contouring and glam.

DETAILS:

Radiant complexion with illuminating powder

and a healthy blush glow

Achieve a soft, sun-kissed look

with the highlighter and bronzing powder set

Perfect contouring to sculpt and define your face

CONTOUR
SET

7
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HIGHLIGHTER CONTOURING BLUSH SPOTLIGHT

P A L E T T E



The highlighting powder in this collection instantly radiates
and lifts your skin. Whether applied all over the face for
an overall luminous effect or used as a contour to lift and
accentuate specific features, this versatile product enhances
your natural beauty with a radiant glow.

DETAILS:

Instant radiance with highlighting powder

Apply all over or as a contour

Lift and accentuate natural features

COLOR FOCUS
HIGHLIGHTER

P R E S S E D POWDE R
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Bronzing Powder is your ticket to the ultimate healthy glow. This
bronzer, with its true brown base and a gold shimmer fusion,
is exceptional for achieving a natural and sun-kissed skin
appearance. Whether you desire a subtle warmth or a more
pronounced tan, this bronzer effortlessly enhances your
complexion, providing a radiant and healthy finish that beautifully
mimics the sun's kiss on your skin.

DETAILS:

Achieve the ultimate healthy glow

Excellent for creating a natural

and tanned skin look

01 02

BRONZING
ILUMINATION P R E S E D

POWDE R

01 02 GOLD SILVER



Create a beautiful flushed look with this enhancing
blush. This innovative pressed blush creates a silky
smooth texture that blend into your skin like a dream.
For everyday wear.

DETAILS:

Beautiful flushed look

Silky smooth texture

Blends seamlessly into your skin

Perfect for everyday wear

COLOR FOCUS
BLUSH P R E S S E D POWDE R
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MATTE POWDER

Thanks to magnolia extract and nigella sativa seed oil, matte
powder of has a delicate consistency. Reduces redness and gives
a velvety finish. It covers small imperfection, unifies the skin tone
and gives your complexion a natural fresh look. Enriches with oil
from the manuka tree leaves antiseptic and anti-inflammatory
properties. Easy to apply, stay on your skin all day.

CONCEALER STICK REGULAR

Comfortable and easy to apply. Allows to get a perfect complexion.
Thanks to the magnolia extract and nigella sativa seed oil reduces
redness of the skin. It is enriched with oil from oil from the manuka
tree leaves that has antiseptic and anti-inflammatory properties.
Proved imperfection coverage and stays on your skin all day.
Recommended for skin with problems.

DETAILS:

Proven imperfection coverage, stays on skin all day

Recommended for problematic skin

Delicate consistency with magnolia extract and nigella sativa seed oil

Touches your skin perfectly, reduces redness, and provides a velvety finish

ANTI-SPOTS
CORRECTION
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Glossy and catchy colours of the Gel Like nail polish makes
the impression of a gel manicure from a beauty salon.
However, to obtain this effect, you don’t need UV/LED lights
or hours spent at the manicurist’s. To remove use standard
nail polish remover. So simple!

DETAILS:

Glossy and catchy colors

The gel look without UV/LED lights

Easy removal with standard nail polish remover

GEL LIKE
NAIL POLISH

NA I L S

MAX IMUM B EN E F I T S

ME TA L L I C :

Nail oil isn't just about achieving beautiful nails; it's about ensuring their
health too. Our unique vegan formula is meticulously crafted to provide
comprehensive care. At its core is the nourishing argan oil, often referred to
as the "liquid gold of Morocco." This precious oil, enriched with essential
unsaturated fatty acids, vitamins, and antioxidants, moisturizes and
regenerates nails, fortifying them from within and preventing brittleness.

Complementing this key ingredient, our formula includes sweet almond oil,
macadamia oil, calendula extract, jojoba oil, and vitamin E. These
components seamlessly absorb into the cuticles and nails, delivering deep
nourishment.

DETAILS:

Vegan formula for comprehensive care

Key ingredient: nourishing argan oil, sweet almond oil,

macadamia oil, calendula extract, jojoba oil, and vitamin E

Strengthens and moisturizes

Nourishes the nails and cuticles

NAIL AND
CUTICLE OIL

700 724 702 704 712 703 730 706 707 711 710 709

716 713 714 717 715 731 701 725 726 727 728 729

735 736 732 733 734

742 743 745 746



Nail Care is a meticulously crafted product line designed
to elevate the care, protection, and beauty of your nails.
Our collection offers solutions that go beyond mere
aesthetics, ensuring your nails receive the attention and
nourishment they deserve.

GLOSSY TOP COAT:

Experience the epitome of elegance with our glossy top coat.
This unique formula imparts a high-gloss finish and gel-like
effect to your nails, all achieved without the need for UV or LED
lights. Your nails will exude a brilliant shine, providing
a polished and sophisticated look that lasts.

FAST DRYER:

Our Fast Dryer is your go-to solution for quick-drying
perfection. This innovative formula not only accelerates the
drying process but also serves as a protective shield,
preventing nail polish from smudging. Enjoy the convenience
of rapidly drying nails without compromising the longevity
of your flawless manicure.

DETAILS:

The gel look without UV/LED lights

Quick-drying perfection

Ensuring your manicure stays flawless

DETAILS:

Quick-drying perfection

Ensuring your manicure stays flawless

CARE LINE

CARE LINE

NA I L S

NA I L S
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Wide range of colors and high pigmentation closed
in an elegant bottle. This nail polish provides full coverage
and impressive shine for natural nails. Thanks to a special
brush, the enamel perfectly spreads on nails, leaving
an intensive lasting color. It dries quickly and does not make
smudges.

DETAILS:

High pigmentation for vibrant shades

Full coverage and impressive shine for natural nails

Special brush for perfect enamel spread

Intensive, long-lasting color

Quick-drying formula without smudges

GLOSS &
LASTING
NAIL POLISH

NA I L S
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& LASTING
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